In this paper, we present a simple algorithm for selecting and linking interesting ow vectors across a sequence of frames for computing motion trajectories. We track tokens which have both interesting pixel gray values in the spatial domain and in the optical ow eld in the temporal domain. This and operation e ectively remove some redundant trajectories. Due to errors introduced during the computation of optical ow, and the linking of such ow vectors across a sequence of frames, the resultant trajectories are not always smooth. We discuss a Kalman ltering based approach for smoothing the trajectories.
Introduction
Recently, there has been a growing interest in the use of extended image sequences for recovering motion and structure. Previous experience with approaches using two or three frames has revealed that these methods become very complex when extended to multiple frames. Multiple frames are often used to introduce multiple constraints on the solution, resulting in an over-constrained system. The problem of occlusion can also be dealt with naturally, because in most cases the object, once occluded, will reappear in next few frames. Interesting theoretical work related to the number of points required for a solution, the uniqueness of such a solution, and the e ect of noise on the solution has been studied. While it is important to work on these theoretical problems, it is also important to use theory to recover structure and motion information from real scenes, and to be able to apply such 3D information in practical visual tasks. In a recent survey of related work on multi-frame feature based motion analysis, Price 9] has noted that only one fourth of the papers actually report results on sequences of real scenes. The common assumption in all these approaches is that correspondence between points in a sequence of frames{2D motion trajectories|is known, which has proven to be a di cult problem.
Computation of motion trajectories involves two main steps: detection of feature points in each frame, and correspondence of those feature points among frames. Corners, interest points, edges, straight lines, and intersections of straight lines have been used as tokens. Corners are suitable for man-made objects, polyhedra, and for scenes containing buildings. Edges and the intersection of lines are useful for domains with lines as the dominating structure. None of these token detectors perform well for general scenes without the tuning of various parameters. Either too many or too few features are detected. 1 The computation of motion trajectories is further compounded due to the combinatorial nature of the correspondence problem; that is, one has to select a single set of trajectories among the many possible 12, 10] .
An alternate method for measuring 2D motion is optical ow. Unlike motion correspondence, optical ow does not require any tokens, and operates directly on gray level images. Signi cant progress has been made in optical ow methods, and a number of approaches exist which do a reasonably good job in computing optical ow for sequences of real scenes with natural motion (e.g. see 2, 6] ). Recently, Barron, Fleet and Beauchemin 4], have implemented nine existing optical ow techniques and have presented a very good performance evaluation. Even though methods for recovering motion and structure from optical ow using second and third order derivatives have been reported, our aim in this paper is to use optical ow for computing motion trajectories, and subsequently use motion trajectories for recovering motion and structure. Since optical ow is dense in nature, we present a method for selecting some interesting ow vectors using the interest operator in both the spatial and temporal domains. These vectors are obtained in multiple frames and are linked to compute motion trajectories. Due to errors introduced during the computation of optical ow, and the linking of such ow vectors across a sequence of frames, the resultant trajectories are not always smooth. We discuss a Kalman ltering based approach for smoothing the trajectories.
It is rare to nd scenes with a single moving object. In real scenes, one observes multiple moving objects with a variety of motions in assorted directions. In order to utilize the structure from motion methods developed for a single isolated object in a realistic situation, one needs to segment the scene. Segmentation can be attempted in each frame using spatial information, but this has proven to be a non-trivial problem. Segmentation can also be performed using optical ow. For example, Adiv 1] considers the surface of an object to be composed of many piecewise planar patches, and presents a method for segmenting the optical ow eld into connected sets of ow vectors where, each set is consistent with a rigid motion of a roughly planar patch. This method is based on the transform, which involves the generalized Hough transform technique for grouping ow vectors satisfying the same set of parameters. The disadvantage of this method, however, is that the resulting mosaic of many pieces must then be grouped or fused, on the basis of similar motion and structure, into larger surfaces using a multipass Hough transform technique. Therefore, it needs huge memory space, and computation time. Moreover, Adiv's method uses only two frames. We believe that segmentation using a large number of frames would be simpler and more reliable. In particular, we are interested in segmentation using extended motion trajectories, instead of optical ow. In fact, when motion trajectories belonging to a single translating object are extended, they intersect at a single point, called the Focus Of Expansion (FOE). If the motions of objects are assumed to be independent, each FOE represents one object. Therefore, FOE can be used to segment trajectories belonging to individual objects. We present a simple but highly robust algorithm for partitioning motion trajectories, which does not require the exact location of FOE, but uses some useful properties of FOE.
In short, given a sequence of real scenes, our aim is to use methods developed for recovering motion and structure of objects automatically, using possibly fewer parameters. We assume (and use Anandan's 2] algorithm) that there exists a good optical ow algorithm which gives reasonable results for real scenes. In this paper, we present a simple algorithm for selecting and linking interesting ow vectors across a sequence of frames for computing motion trajectories. Further, we outline an algorithm for segmenting such motion trajectories into groups belonging to individual moving objects. Finally, we assume that those motion trajectories can be used in methods for recovering motion and structure. Our emphasis in this work is on the modularity of the system. We envision three main modules for recovering motion and structure: the optical ow module, the trajectory generation and segmentation module, and the structure and motion computation module. We believe that optical ow, and structure and motion computation modules are fairly well established; in this paper we provide a missing link: a trajectory generation and segmentation module.
Computing Motion Trajectories
Optical ow is a displacement vector eld in the image plane induced by the motion of objects, the observer, or both. In principle, the ow vectors in successive frames can be linked across a sequence of frames into motion trajectories. Since the optical ow is dense in nature, there will be too many such trajectories. Therefore, a few selected points obtained by Moravec's 8] interest operator, or any corner detector, can be tracked. Such tokens might represent some portions of the image which remain stationary throughout the sequence. Some of these tokens can be ltered out by introducing an optical ow constraint{tokens should be interesting in the optical ow eld as well.
For a token to be interesting, its optical ow should di er from the mean optical ow around a small neighborhood by some amount proportional to its standard deviation. Since optical ow is a vector quantity, we will compute the mean and standard deviation for its speed and direction separately in a small neighborhood. This is a very general criteria, which does not depend on many arbitrary thresholds. This criteria is also very close to our intuitive notion of similarity, that is, a token is similar to its neighbors if its value is close to the mean of their distributions. This criteria for identifying interest points in the optical ow eld may appear to be sensitive to the outliers in the optical ow. Since the interest point is de ned to be di erent from its neighbors, the outlier is always di erent from its neighbors. Therefore, we have two con icting conditions to be satis ed: the point is not an outlier, and is interesting. One can de ne the point to be interesting if its optical ow is similar to its neighbors. However, that criteria will result in large numbers of redundant points, which we are attempting to reduce to start with. From our experimental results we have noticed that our criteria performs quite well. There was only one case, where the outlier was selected as an interest point, that point was subsequently removed during the segmentation step of our algorithm.
One can only detect the interest points in the rst frame, lter some points by applying the optical ow constraint, and link the ow vectors for the remaining frames. Due to the extra smoothing step in Anandan's method, the optical ow is not always accurate; hence, linking the ow vectors without verifying whether the tracked point in successive frames indeed is an interest point may amplify the error. Therefore, while tracking a point from the current frame to the next frame, the small neighborhood around the predicted location of the interest point will be searched, and the ow vector will be linked to the interest point closest to the central point. In case no interest point is observed in the neighborhood, the predicted location is used. Figure 1 B, shown with a broken curve and +'s, is obtained by linking ow vectors with the correction step. Finally, trajectory C, shown by a broken curve and un lled squares, is obtained without the correction step. The total point to pint Euclidean distance between A and B is 26, and the total Euclidean distance between A and C is 141. Therefore the corrected trajectory is much closer to the true trajectory, even though visually the trajectory C appears closer to the trajectory A. In all the experiments performed so far, we have rarely encountered a case with more than two tokens in a small neighborhood. In most cases a unique token close to the central point always exists. This is partly due to the optical ow constraint, which is able to remove the tokens with similar ow vectors.
Another obvious possibility for introducing the optical ow constraint, which does not work, is to employ Moravec's interest operator to the optical ow eld. Moravec's interest operator involves two steps: First, each pixel is assigned a minimum of its variance in gray levels computed in four directions (horizontal, vertical, diagonal, and ant-diagonal). Second, the point is declared interesting if its minimum variance is local maximum in a 12 12 window considering overlapping neighborhoods. Due to this large window the tokens are delocalized in some cases. This delocalization is even more serious when the gray level tokens are anded together with the optical ow tokens.
Our method for linking optical ow vectors into motion trajectories is similar in spirit to the method proposed by Williams and Hanson 14] for translating optical ow into token matches; however, it is di erent in many aspects. Williams and Hanson solve line correspondence in a pair of frames using optical ow information. First, they identify line segments in each frame using Boldt's 5] line extraction algorithm. Then they compute optical ow using Anandan's algorithm. shown by a broken curve and un lled squares, is obtained without the correction step.
Next, for each point corresponding to a line in rst frame, they t a straight line (using least squares t) to the end points of the ow vectors. That straight line is considered a predicted straight line. A rectangular area around the predicted straight line is used as a search area for the correspondence. They pose the correspondence problem as the minimum cover of a bi-partite graph. The nodes in such a graph are the straight lines in both frames. The links between nodes connect line segments from the rst frame's token set, to all candidate matches retrieved from the second frame. They also mention an extension of this method for multiple frames by running it repeatedly on successive frames, creating a directed acyclic graph and representing the splitting and merging of line segments over time. In another related paper by Sawhaney et al 11] the intersections of straight lines (corner points) are tracked, and conic sections are tted to the trajectories for computing the rotation of the axis.
Williams and Hanson's method is very interesting, but highly complex. Although they rely on straight lines as tokens, in some scenes it is rare to nd straight lines, and the method for tting straight lines itself is involved. An additional step for tting straight lines to the end points of optical ow is therefore needed. Since the straight line as a token is highly unstable in its attributes across frames, the merging and splitting of line segments should be considered. Our method is very simple, and gives quite good results. We track ow vectors which are interesting in the spatial as well as the temporal domain (thus avoiding too many redundant trajectories), and link them into motion trajectories.
Kenner and Pong 7] describe two related methods for computing long image sequence ow. In the rst method they detect tokens in each frame of a sequence, and store tokens obtained from all frames in a composite frame. They assume the motion to be small, consider adjacent tokens to be in correspondence, and t straight lines to the adjacent tokens using the Hough transform. This step implies that the authors are only interested in translation trajectories. In the second method, Kenner and Pong compute optical ow for the rst two frames, and use the ow vectors to constrain the search to a small region. If no match is found for a particular token, the search for that token is discontinued. Our method is more general, and will work with the output from any optical ow method. Since we track the tokens which are interesting in the spatial and temporal domain, our search space is very small. Moreover, our method is not limited to only translation motion. It will work for any type of motion, including rotation.
Smoothing Trajectories using Kalman Filter
The motion of most objects in nature is continuous, and the resultant motion trajectories are piecewise smooth. However, we have noticed that the trajectories obtained by the method discussed in the previous section may not be smooth. This is due to two reasons: First, the optical ow is not always accurate, and second some error is introduced during the linking of optical ow vectors. These two sources of error can integrate over time and may result in trajectories being not smooth. Therefore, we introduce the Extended Kalman Filter 3] (EKF) as a post-processor for smoothing the trajectories. Kalman lter has been extensively used in solving several vision problems. For instance see 13] for a recent work.
We will model the motion of trajectories as a 2-D ballistic motion. The position (x t ; y t ) of a trajectory at time t is given as 
where a x and a y are accelerations in the x and y directions, v x and v y are velocities in the x and y directions, and (x 0 ; y 0 ) is the initial position. We will assume that the initial position is known (We will use the rst point of the trajectory as the initial position). Therefore, we will be dealing with 
The problem is to nd the best estimateĉ of c given the function f and the measurement vector b t . This is very suitable for the Extended Kalman ltering approach. W t = @f t @b t @f t T @b ; t is the covariance matrix for the measurement vector b t which is assumed to be known, and T denotes the transpose of the matrix. The proportional factor K t is known as the Kalman gain, and S t is the covariance matrix associated with the error in the estimate. At the end of each iteration, the trajectory can be regenerated based on the parameter vector c.
Results
The proposed algorithm for computing motion trajectories was tested on several sequences of images. In the rst example (shown in Figure 2 ), we videotaped the motion of three toys: a Jeep, a Car and a Truck. The Jeep moves from left to right, the Car moves diagonally from the bottom right corner to the top left corner, and the truck moves from left to right in a direction slightly towards the upper right corner. Five frames from the sequence were digitized, and optical ow was computed for the rst two frames as shown in Figure 2 (f). The Moravec operator selected 14 points, ten points corresponding to the moving objects, and four stationary points corresponding to the date and time at the lower right corner of the image. The optical ow constraint was able to remove all stationary points, and one point corresponding to the top left point on the car. The optical ow distribution around that point is shown in Figure 3(b) . Since the optical ow at the central point is similar to its neighbors, it was not selected. Note that the direction as well as the speed is considered in determining the similarity of ow eld. This can be explained more clearly by referring to Figure 3(d) , in which the polar coordinates for the ow vectors are used. The mean of the ow vectors is shown by`X', and the box around the mean (determined by the standard deviations of the speed and direction, in this example, we use 1 standard deviation) identi es a rectangular region in the speed-direction space; the ow vectors in that region are considered to be similar. Since the central point shown by`P' is inside the box, it is considered similar to its neighbors, and is not selected. The distribution of ow vectors around the right-most point on the truck which was selected is shown in Figure 3(a) , and its corresponding polar plot is shown in Figure 3 (c). It is clear from Figure 3 (c) that the ow vector of this point lies outside the rectangular box, hence it is di erent from surrounding points. The trajectories computed by linking the optical ow vectors for the points shown in 2(d) and 2(e) respectively are shown in 2(g) and 2(h). The smoothed trajectories after applying the Kalman lter are shown in 2(i). These trajectories appear smoother than the trajectories shown in parts (g) and (h).
The results for the Soccer ball sequence are shown in Figure 4 . The ball is rotating counterclockwise around the Z-axis. The Moravec interest operator picked up 52 points, 12 of which were ltered out by the optical ow constraints. The optical ow corresponding to six of those points which were close to the center was too small (indicated by Figure 4(f) ), and the remaining six points had optical ow very similar to their neighbors.
For the Cones sequence (shown in Figure 5 ), the camera was moved inside a pathway, and the cones were stationary. The trajectory for the cone on the left (right) of the camera was moved to the left (right). The point corresponding to the left-most cone moved out of view after frame 5; our program stopped linking the trajectory from that frame. The point corresponding to the ceiling light at the top moves out of the view in latter frames. Since that point is very close to the border of the image, the optical ow estimate was incorrect there, and the program continued to link the ow vectors in the wrong direction.
Segmentation
Isolating the trajectories into sets belonging to the same object is an important rst step that should be taken before any type of shape or motion interpretation can be done. The trajectories can be broadly classi ed into three groups, depending on the type of motion: translation trajectories, rotation trajectories, and translation and rotation trajectories. A typical scene may contain multiple objects; each object gives rise to a set of trajectories which could be one of the above-mentioned types. In general, all three types of motion could be present in a scene. The ideal segmentation algorithm will be the one which is able to segment the trajectories in a scene like this. In this section, we present a method for segmenting trajectories in a scene, where the motion of objects in Z direction is small and there are no rotating objects. All points lying on an object that undergoes only translation have the same velocity in the X, Y and Z directions. By the de nition of the FOE (Focus of Expansion), the trajectories of points belonging to the same object will have the same FOE. Associated with each pair of trajectories is a FOE. If all pairs of trajectories considered from three trajectories in the scene have the same FOE, by the principle of non-accidentalness, we can say that the three trajectories belong to the same object. Under this assumption, if trajectories p, q and r have the FOE# 1 , and if trajectories p, s and t have the FOE# 2 , then# 1 and# 2 should be the same, and trajectories p, q, r, s and t belong to the same object. We use this fact in our segmentation algorithm. Hence, one of the basic assumptions of this algorithm is that there are at least three trajectories for each of the objects present in the scene. It is possible that more than one object may have the same velocity at a particular time instant. In that case, all trajectories belonging to these objects are likely to be grouped as belonging to the same object. To tackle this problem, our algorithm looks at the whole span of the trajectories at all available time instants.
Our algorithm will classify trajectories p, q and r as belonging to di erent objects, even if they have the same pairwise FOE at all time instants except the one. This simple segmentation algorithm was tried over a synthetic sequence having two objects, a Cube, and a Pyramid, as shown in gure 6. The objects were moved such that they had uniform acceleration. The Cube had an initial velocity of v X = 3, v y = 2 , v Z = 1, and the Pyramid had v X = 3:1, v Y = 2:1, v Z = 1:1. The corner points of these two objects were tracked over a sequence of frames. Even though at time t 2 they have the same velocity, since our segmentation algorithm looks at the entire span of the trajectories, it was able to segment the trajectories correctly. The results are shown in Figure 6 (c) and Figure 6(d) .
The above segmentation algorithm makes use of the fact that all the trajectories belonging to the same object will have the same FOE. However, in real images this might not be true, because there may be some errors introduced due to the optical ow and feature detection. Therefore, we will discuss a second algorithm which does not require exact computation of FOE, but uses some useful properties of FOE.
Let us consider the trajectories of three arbitrary feature points located on an object. Under ideal conditions, these three trajectories will pass through a common FOE when extended. Due to small errors in the trajectories generation, these three trajectories when extended will form a triangle, and we shall call this the FOE triangle. There is an FOE triangle associated with every set Since the optical ow of central point denoted by P lies inside the rectangular region determined by the standard deviations of speed and direction, it is similar to its neighbors. Therefore, it was not selected by the optical ow constraint. of three trajectories. The FOE triangle has some nice properties which can be used in trajectory segmentation, assuming that the errors introduced in the trajectory generation process are small, and the distance of the FOE from the position of the feature points in the image is large. Since r, s, d1, d2, and d3 are all small, the two angles f 13 f 23 f 12 and f 13 f 12 f 23 will also be small.
We will call this an angle constraint. It can be shown that using this constraint, the probability of accidentally grouping any three arbitrary trajectories is small, if a small threshold for angles is used. Assume that all angles are equally likely. Since the sum of angles f 13 f 23 f 12 and f 13 f 12 f 23 can vary from 0 to 180, the probability of accidentally grouping the trajectories is x=180, where x is the angle threshold. This probability for a small threshold, say x = 20, becomes 20=180 = 0:111.
In case of set of trajectories greater than 3, we check for each 3-combination of this group. Hence the probability of grouping 4 or more trajectories is even smaller. We will be making two additional assumptions in our segmentation algorithm. First, we will assume that the distance between feature points lying on the same object is small; this will be termed the distance constraint. Second, all trajectories belonging to the same object have the same sign of motion along the x and y axes; this will be called the sign constraint. The second assumption is a necessary condition. For example, for the trajectories shown in gure 7 to belong to the same object, each term in the vector di erence of q 2 1 ? p 1 1 , q 2 2 ? p 1 2 and q 2 3 ? p 1 3 should have the same sign along the x and y axes.
We tried the above segmentation algorithm over a sequence of a real scene shown in Figure 8 . This scene contains four moving objects: a Cardboard Box, a Rubic Cube, a Metal Box, and a Black Object. Points a, b and c on Cardboard Box, points d, e, f and g on Rubic Cube, and points h, i, j, k, l and m on Metal Box were tracked. The algorithm came up with the correct segmentation. By strict order analysis, the order of this algorithm is exponential. In this real scene, there are 13 trajectories. The total possible number of 3 combinations is ( 13 3 ) = 286, but only 25 combinations survived the rst step. The number of 4-combinations obtained for this set was 16, the number of 5-combinations was 6, and there was only one 6-combination. Note that none of the invalid 3-combinations survived the rst step. Figure 8(i) shows some sample numerical values of the terms computed in steps 1(b) and 1(c) of the segmentation algorithm using FOE triangle. The values for these combinations are much higher than the values of the trajectory groups which belong to the single object.
We also applied this algorithm to another sequence of real scenes shown in Figure 9 , consisting of 5 frames, with 4 moving objects: a Rubic Cube, a Toy Truck, a Black Box and a Metal box. Points a, b and c on the Rubic Cube, points d, e, f and g on the Toy Truck, points h, i, j and k on The trajectories traced out by the objects with the objects superimposed on the location of the rst frame. The corner points on the objects were picked and tracked. There are 8 corners on the Cube, and 4 corners on the Pyramid. (c)-(d) The segmentation of trajectories as belonging to di erent objects. Even though at some time instants the objects show the same velocity, the segmentation algorithm looks at the entire frame sequence and segments the trajectories correctly. Black Box and points l, m, n and o on Metal Box were tracked. The camera was kept at a larger distance from the objects as compared to the the previous experiment. Our algorithm came up with the correct segmentation. In this sequence, there are 15 trajectories. The total number of possible 3-combinations is ( 15 3 ) = 455, but only 24 survived the rst step. The number of 4-combinations out of this set was 5. There were no combinations of 5 or higher. The nal segmentation had three 4-combinations and one 3-combination. In both experiments, we found that the constraint that two of the three angles of the FOE triangle should be small was itself su cient for the correct segmentation. However, the distance and the sign constraint were also found to be satis ed in both experiments, even though the scene would have been segmented correctly without them. Figure  9 (k) shows some sample numerical values of the terms computed in steps 1(b) and 1(c) of the segmentation algorithm using FOE triangle.
Previous examples of sequences of real scenes were generated in the laboratory with objects moved by hand. We also performed some experiments on a sequence of real scenes with natural motion. The trajectories generated in Figure 2 (h) for the Car Sequence were inputed to our algorithm for segmentation, and correct segmentation was obtained. The results are shown in Figure 11 . In the next experiment, three persons, Female-1, Female-2 and Male-1, walking in a backyard were videotaped. Female-1 walks from left to right, Female-2 walks from right to left but at di erent distances from the camera, and Male-1 walks diagonally from the upper left corner of the image to the bottom right corner. The male person walks slower than the females. Five frames from that sequence were digitized, and four points corresponding to each female, and three points corresponding to the male person were tracked. Our program also performed quite well on this data, and segmented the trajectories into three disjoint groups. The results are shown in Figure  10 .
Conclusion
This paper deals with the generation and segmentation of motion trajectories, which is crucial to structure from motion approaches. In contrast to the conventional approaches for generation of motion trajectories using motion correspondence, we employ sequences of optical ows, and link the ow vectors for selected points into motion trajectories. We also present a simple algorithm for segmenting motion trajectories into groups belonging to individual moving objects. Our approach uses some useful properties of the Focus of Expansion, however, it does not rely on the precise location of FOE. Both algorithms have been tested against a large number of sequences. In all cases the results are very encouraging. Our method uses very few parameters (one or two); the values of these parameters were almost constant for all the experiments.
